METHOD OF PLAYING A GAME OVER A BROADCAST MEDIUM

A method of playing a game over a broadcast medium involving a large number of players with SMS enabled wireless telecommunication devices, the method comprising the steps of: broadcasting of one or more questions over said broadcast medium to said players; receiving and storing a response from each of said players via said SMS enabled wireless telecommunication devices in a database adapted to store at least a unique identifier and details of said response for each player; and processing said responses for allocation of a score to each player.
METHOD OF PLAYING A GAME OVER A BROADCAST MEDIUM

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present invention relates generally to a method of playing a game over a broadcast medium involving a large number of players with “short message service” (SMS) enabled wireless telecommunication devices.

BACKGROUND

Television quiz shows are well known, where players in the television studio answer questions in order to win prizes. Many viewers of such programs enjoy watching them at home attempting to answer the questions. In the past viewers at home have been given the opportunity of answering questions by means of phone ins, but none of them allow for real time interactive game shows in which viewers participate as players.

The present invention seeks to ameliorate this by providing a method and system of playing a game over a broadcast medium involving a large number of players with SMS enabled wireless telecommunication devices.

SUMMARY OF INVENTION

According to a first aspect the present invention consists in a method of playing a game over a broadcast medium involving a large number of players with SMS enabled wireless telecommunication devices, the method comprising the steps of:

(i) broadcasting of one or more questions over said broadcast medium to said players;

(ii) receiving and storing a response from each of said players via said SMS enabled wireless telecommunication devices in a database adapted to store at least a unique identifier and details of said response for each player; and

(iii) processing said responses for allocation of a score to each player.
Preferably at least one score of one of said players is broadcast via said broadcast medium.

Preferably at least one score of one of said players is forwarded to the SMS enabled wireless telecommunication device of said player.
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Preferably said game is a real time interactive game.

Preferably the broadcast medium is television.

10 Preferably the unique identifier is a mobile phone number.

In one embodiment the game is a sports tipping game.

In another embodiment the game is a trivia quiz game or a general knowledge game.
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According to a second aspect the present invention consists in a system for playing a game comprising:

(i) a broadcast medium;
(ii) at least one SMS enabled wireless telecommunication device for operation by a player desiring to play said game;
(iii) at least one computer database adapted to receive and store a unique identifier and details of a response from said player via said SMS enabled wireless telecommunication device, wherein said response is an answer to at least one question broadcast over said broadcast medium and said database processes said response for allocation of a score to said player.

Preferably said score of said player is broadcast via said broadcast medium.

Preferably said score of said player is forwarded to the SMS enabled wireless telecommunication device of said player.

30 Preferably said game is a real time interactive game.
Preferably the broadcast medium is television.

Preferably the unique identifier is a mobile phone number.

In one embodiment the game is a sports tipping game.

In another embodiment the game is a trivia quiz game or a general knowledge game.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

Fig. 1 is a schematic view of an embodiment of a system for playing a game in accordance with the present invention.

Fig. 2 is a block diagram of the system architecture and human interfaces of the system for playing a game as shown in Fig. 1.

**MODE OF CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION**

Fig. 1 depicts an embodiment of a system for playing a game over a broadcast medium. The system involves televising a “live” television program 1 over a “free to air” television network 2, the program being viewed via television sets 3 by a large number of viewers in a conventional manner. Those viewers desiring to be players of the game must be equipped with an SMS enabled mobile phone 4 or other like SMS enabled wireless telecommunication device.

In one format the television program 1 may be a half hour general knowledge quiz show broadcasting ten multiple-choice questions to viewers. The viewers may be offered four answers labelled “a”, “b”, “c” or “d” to each question, and invited to provide their answers once all ten questions have been broadcast. To participate in the game as players, the viewers must send their answers in a requested SMS message to a game phone number provided by the television program 1. The steps for a player may be as follows:
Step 1. Player enters answers sequentially as an SMS message on their SMS enabled mobile phone 4.

   example. acbadcdaab

Step 2. Player enters game phone number

Step 3. The player sends the SMS.

The SMS message or “response” of each player is transmitted by the conventional mobile telecommunications network 5 to a telecommunication receiving centre 6 which comprises a computer database with means for storage of responses 7, means for processing of responses 8 and means for allocating and storing scores 9,10 to each player's response. Each player is identified by a “unique identifier”, which in this embodiment is their mobile phone number.

The receiving centre 6 is capable of forwarding one or more players scores to another computer database located at the site of the television program for broadcast purposes, and capable of forwarding return SMS messages to players with a thank you message, their score or prize confirmation.

As the game is preferably real time interactive, receiving centre 6 must be able to handle a large volume of SMS traffic in a small time frame. Preferably the means for allocating and storing scores 9,10 of receiving centre 6 should be able to allocate a score to each player, and be able to provide one or more players scores to the computer database at the television program 1 during the half hour showing of program 1. Preferably the return SMS messages to players with a thank you message, their score or prize confirmation, may be sent after the program 1 has finished in order to minimise the impact on the SMS interface between receiving centre 6 and telecommunications network 5.

Prizes may be allocated to players either by getting all answers correct, or by awarding random prizes during a show. If there are a large number of players who have got the answers correct, a winner may be randomly selected from those who have got all the answers correct.
The playing of the game during a single broadcast of a program 1, may have two or more
distinct sections to the game and players may be invited to provide their answer or answers
in two or more SMS responses. This would allow for scores and prizes to be allocated for
each section of the show and for all sections of the show.

The game may form part of a series of games being held on a day or over a number of days
or weeks. In such a format players are asked to watch the television program 1 at a
scheduled time and provide answers to ten multiple choice questions in a similar manner
described earlier. However, the players may be asked to provide additional information in
their SMS “response” to identify which game they are providing answers to. An example
may be as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SMS “response”</th>
<th>172acbadcdaab</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>where</td>
<td>1- is the show code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>where</td>
<td>7- game episode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>where</td>
<td>2- is the section of the game</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>where</td>
<td>acbadcdaab are the answers to ten multiple-choice questions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Whilst the above-mentioned embodiment is directed towards a general knowledge quiz
show, it can in other embodiments be directed towards a sports knowledge quiz show, teen
quiz show or any other suitable game show or television competition. For instance, the
system may be used as a guessing game or a trade promotion.

Another embodiment is a game format related to a live television broadcast of a sports
fixture. Prior to the fixture commencing the television program showing the fixture may
ask participants to guess the outcome of the fixture. The sports fixture may for example be
a basketball match between two teams named “Sydney” and “Melbourne”. Before the
match commences, the television program 1 may ask viewers who wish to participate in a
guessing game to provide the final score of the game. To participate in the guessing game
as players, the viewers must send their guessed score (answer) in a requested SMS format
to a game phone number provided by the television program 1. The steps for a player may
be as follows:
Step 1. Player enters guessed score (answer) as an SMS message on their SMS enabled mobile phone 4.

Example. S96M87 (which represents Sydney 96 defeat Melbourne 87)

Step 2. Player enters game phone number

Step 3. The player sends the SMS.

The SMS message or "response" of each player is transmitted to the receiving centre 6 for storage and processing in a like manner to the earlier embodiment. However, at the end of the basketball match the result of the game is provided to the receiving centre 6 for checking. The receiving centre 6 is capable of forwarding details of one or more players who guessed the final score of the match correctly to a computer database located at the site of the television program 1 for broadcast purposes, and capable of forwarding return SMS messages to players with a thank you message or prize confirmation.

In a variation to this game format the sports fixture may again for example relate to a basketball match between two teams named “Sydney” and “Melbourne”. Before the match commences, the television program 1 may ask viewers who wish to participate in a guessing game to provide the points difference between the two teams at half time and full time. To participate in the guessing game as players, the viewers must send their guessed point differences (answer) in a requested SMS format to a game phone number provided by the television program 1. The steps for a player may be as follows:

Step 1. Player enters guessed score (answer) as an SMS message on their SMS enabled mobile phone 4.

Example. M5S7 (which represents Melbourne leads at half time by 5 and Sydney wins by 7 at full time)

Step 2. Player enters game phone number

Step 3. The player sends the SMS.
The SMS message or "response" of each player is transmitted to the receiving centre 6 for storage and processing in a like manner to the earlier embodiment. At half time of the basketball match the receiving centre 6 processes and identifies all players who got the “points difference” correct for the first half of the basketball match. The receiving centre 6 then forwards an SMS reply to these players congratulating them on their success of guessing the first half “points difference” and wishing them good luck for the second half of the basketball match. At the end of the basketball match, players who got both the first half and second half points differences correct may be forwarded a return SMS with prize confirmation. The receiving centre 6 may also forward details of players who have guessed correctly to the computer database at the television program 1 for broadcast purposes.

In a further variation to this game format, a number of sports fixtures may be covered by a single game. For example, the game format may be used for sports tipping for one or more rounds of structured sports competitions such as football, tennis, basketball, hockey, cricket, baseball and other popular sports.

An example may be as follows. A sports tipping or guessing competition may be carried out on a FIFA World Cup competition where viewers of the television coverage for that event are asked prior to the commencement of a group or round of matches to guess the outcome.

For example, England (ENG), Sweden (SWE), Argentina (ARG) and Nigeria (NIG) may all be in a single group of the FIFA World Cup competition. On one particular day, Sweden may be playing against Nigeria followed by Argentina playing against England. Prior to commencement of the football games, television viewers may be invited to participate in a tipping competition and invited to guess the outcome of:

1. SWE v. NIG.
2. ARG v. ENG

To participate, the viewers must send their guessed answer in a requested SMS format to a game phone number provided by the television program 1. The steps for a player may be as follows:
Step 1. Player enters guessed outcome (answer) as an SMS message on their SMS enabled mobile phone 4.

Example: 1 SWE 2 DRAW (which represents Sweden to win match 1, and a draw between England and Argentina in match 2).

Step 2. Player enters games phone number.
Step 3. Player sends the SMS.

The SMS message or “response” of each player is transmitted to the receiving center 6 for storage and processing in a like manner to the earlier embodiments.

At the end of the second match, the receiving centre may identify all players who correctly guessed the outcome of both matches and send them a congratulatory SMS or randomly select them for a prize. The receiving center may also send an SMS to successful players to invite them to guess the outcome of future matches in the same FIFA World Cup competition, with large prizes on offer where a player guesses the outcome correctly for a sequence of football matches.

In another embodiment, TV viewers or radio listeners may be invited to guess the outcome of a whole round of teams playing in a football competition before the commencement of that round. For example, it may be a round of football in the Australian National Rugby League where the following matches are to be played:

1. Melbourne (MEL) v. Canberra (CAN)
2. North Queensland (NQL) v. Brisbane (BRI)
3. Bulldogs (BLD) v. Wests Tigers (WTG)
4. Parramatta (PRM) v. Penrith (PEN)
5. Northern Eagles (NEG) v. Newcastle (NWC)
6. St George (STG) v. Sharks (SHK)
7. Souths (STH) v. Roosters (RST)
To participate, the viewers must send their guessed answer, in a requested SMS format to a
game phone number provided by the television program 1 or other broadcast medium, such
as a radio program. The steps for a player may be as follows:

Step 1 Player enters guessed outcome (answer) as an SMS message on their SMS enabled
mobile phone 4.

Example 1 MEL 2 BRI 3 BLD 4 PRM 5 NWC 6 DRAW 7 STH (which
represents Melbourne, Brisbane, Bulldogs, Parramatta, Newcastle
and Souths to win, and a draw between St George and Sharks).

Step 2 Player enters phone number

Step 3 Player sends the SMS

The SMS message or “response” of each player is forwarded to the receiving centre 6 and
processed in a similar fashion to that described for the earlier embodiments. At the
completion of the round, those who have correctly guessed the outcome of all seven games
within the round may be sent a congratulatory message and/or eligible for a prize or to be
entered into a prize draw. Such a game may preferably be entered as a one-off game or
alternatively be part of a larger tipping/guessing competition held over the whole season of
the football competition. It may be that a player registers for the whole season and is
eligible to play in all say, 26 rounds of a football competition.

Registration by a player to play the game for all twenty six rounds of the Australian
National Rugby League football competition may be achieved by the player forwarding a
registration SMS to an advertised number in a television or radio program, or via the
internet or some other medium. A registered player may choose to receive a reminder
SMS, shortly before the commencement of a football round, say six to twelve hours before
the start of the first football match in the round. The reminder may include details of the
football round to assist the player in playing the game.
An advantage of playing games of the above mentioned type are that a number of viewers in one household may all be watching the same program, and each viewer may be able to participate in the game by answering questions utilising their own mobile phone 4. Furthermore, when viewers are watching the television program 1 away from their own home, they are still able to play the game as they are using their mobile phone 4 as the means of providing answers.

A more detailed description will now be given to the operation of the receiving centre 6 with reference to Fig. 2. The purpose of the receiving centre 6 is to provide a computer software database and communications system to enable the games of the type described earlier, which are interactively played over a broadcast medium involving a large number of players with SMS enabled wireless telecommunication devices. During the conduct of such games players provide their answers by using the SMS messaging system of their existing mobile telecommunications network 5. These SMS messages are collected, stored, processed and scored in receiving centre 6. Winners are selected from players with correct responses and the receiving centre 6 is able to provide details to the program 1 as well as return SMS messages to players with a thank you message, their score or prize confirmation. The system architecture of receiving centre 6 provides a mechanism by which game questions, answers and scoring logic can be constructed.

An SMS interface 20 interconnects the various mobile telecommunications networks 5 to the receiving centre 6. SMS interface 20 receives and dispatches SMS messages to and from a means for storage of responses 7, which is in the form of an SMS table that can be accessed by other parts of receiving centre 6 (shown in Fig. 1) for processing.

The receiving centre 6 allows for players to register for games in advance by using the Internet 21. This enables those conducting the game to collect player profile information. For some games or competitions it may be necessary to register prior to entry, in other cases it will be optional, where simply responding during the game being played will be sufficient, as the phone number of the mobile phone acts as a unique identifier. Where pre-registration exists the web based registration interface 22, may be used for advertising purposes. Information collected such as player’s name, address, mobile phone number, e-mail address is stored in a user table 23 and may be kept either for many games or only one
game. Preferably only one Registration shall be accepted for each mobile phone-SMS number. E-mail or SMS messaging may preferably be used to remind registered players on the day the game is to be held.

The competition builder 24 has a simple web based interface by which the game operator can determine questions and answers for a given game. The game may belong to a series of games. The game operator may enter data into the question table 25, answer table 26, competition table 27 and series table 28.

Parser 29 reads data from player SMS messages (responses) in SMS table 7 and extracts important information, which is then accessed by other parts of the system. If allowed by the rules of the specific game or competition, players can be added to the user table 23 when their SMS "response" is received even if they have not registered in advance. If a rule of the specific game or competition requires players to have registered before commencement of the game, the parser 29 rejects a response if the mobile phone number (unique identifier) associated with it is not already stored in the user table 23. The response for each player is stored in a response table 9. Each response may contain more than one answer. The parser 29 may preferably be capable of dealing with poorly formed responses. For instance a response to ten multiple-choice questions may be required in the sequence "acbadcdaab", however the parser 29 may be programmed to accept answers such as "acbdcdaaab" or "acbadcdaa" etc.

Scorer 10 compares players responses in response table 9 against the answers in answer table 26 and scores are totalled and allocated in user entry table 30. Where games are played over a series it may be necessary to provide a separate cumulative scorer (not shown) to calculate cumulative scores over multiple games belonging to the same series.

In games or competitions where many players score correctly, selector 31, which comprises a random number generator device, may be used to randomly choose a winner or winners from players who have scored correctly.

The responder 32 gathers information and sends SMS messages to players via a second SMS table 17 and SMS interface 20. The operation of responder 32 may be game specific
and may be automatic or alternatively initiated by the game operator. The responder 32 may respond to all or selected players after the game. The response back to the player may contain the score and optionally the player's name and other information obtained during pre-registration.

Biller 33 is used to query message data to count how many SMS messages were received through the various mobile telecommunications networks 5. This information may be used in allocation of revenue generated by conducting the games.

Whilst the earlier described quiz show embodiment is described with a particular format involving a single SMS response to ten multiple choice questions, it should be understood that in other embodiments the games may have varied formats to those as described above. For instance, in relation to another quiz game format involving a plurality of questions, players may be asked to send an SMS answer response to a specific question and only be allowed to participate further in the game if their answer is correct. Each subsequent question requiring a separate SMS response.

Furthermore, whilst the earlier described sports fixture game format is described with a particular format directed to a basketball match, the method and system of playing the game in accordance with the present invention can be applied to any number of sports including, football, tennis, cricket, baseball, hockey and vary in format.

Whilst the above mentioned embodiments relate to "free to air" television as the broadcast medium, it should be understood that other broadcast mediums such as "pay" or "cable" television, radio, print media, advertising displays including electronic displays, or Internet may be used.

It will be recognised by persons skilled in the art that numerous variations and modifications may be made to the invention without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention.

The term "comprising" herein is used in the inclusive sense of having or including and not in the exclusive sense of consisting only of.
CLAIMS

1. A method of playing a game over a broadcast medium involving a large number of players with SMS enabled wireless telecommunication devices, the method comprising the steps of:
   (i) broadcasting of one or more questions over said broadcast medium to said players;
   (ii) receiving and storing a response from each of said players via said SMS enabled wireless telecommunication devices in a database adapted to store at least a unique identifier and details of said response for each player; and
   (iii) processing said responses for allocation of a score to each player.

2. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein at least one score of one of said players is broadcast via said broadcast medium.

3. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein at least one score of one of said players is forwarded to the SMS enabled wireless telecommunication device of said player.

4. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein said game is a real time interactive game.

5. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the broadcast medium is television.

6. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the unique identifier is a mobile phone number.

7. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the game is a sports tipping game.

8. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the game is a trivia quiz game.
9. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the game is a general knowledge game.

10. A system for playing a game comprising:
    (i) a broadcast medium;
    (ii) at least one SMS enabled wireless telecommunication device for operation by a player desiring to play said game;
    (iii) at least one computer database adapted to receive and store a unique identifier and details of a response from said player via said SMS enabled wireless telecommunication device, wherein said response is an answer to at least one question broadcast over said broadcast medium and said database processes said response for allocation of a score to said player.

11. The system as claimed in claim 10, wherein said score of said player is broadcast via said broadcast medium.

12. The system as claimed in claim 10, wherein said score of said player is forwarded to the SMS enabled wireless telecommunication device of said player.

13. The system as claimed in claim 10, wherein said game is a real time interactive game.

14. The system as claimed in claim 10, wherein the broadcast medium is television.

15. The system as claimed in claim 10, wherein the unique identifier is a mobile phone number.

16. The system as claimed in claim 10, wherein the game is a sports tipping game.

17. The method as claimed in claim 10, wherein the game is a trivia quiz game.
18. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the game is a general knowledge game.
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